Natural Selection on Genes Related to Cardiovascular Health in High-Altitude Adapted Andeans
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The increase in red blood cell mass (polycythemia) due to the reduced oxygen availability (hypoxia) of residence at high altitude or other conditions is generally thought to be beneficial in terms of increasing tissue oxygen supply. However, the extreme polycythemia and accompanying increased mortality due to heart failure in chronic mountain sickness most likely reduces fitness. Tibetan highlanders have adapted to high altitude, possibly in part via the selection of genetic variants associated with reduced polycythemic response to hypoxia. In contrast, high-altitude-adapted Quechua- and Aymara-speaking inhabitants of the Andean Altiplano are not protected from high-altitude polycythemia in the same way, yet they exhibit other adaptive features for which the genetic underpinnings remain obscure. Here, we used whole-genome sequencing to scan high-altitude Andeans for signals of selection. The genes showing the strongest evidence of selection—including BRNP3, NOS2, and TBX5—are associated with cardiovascular development and function but are not in the response-to-hypoxia pathway. Using association mapping, we demonstrated that the haplotypes under selection are associated with phenotypic variations related to cardiovascular health. We hypothesize that selection in response to hypoxia in Andeans could have vascular effects and could serve to mitigate the deleterious effects of polycythemia rather than reduce polycythemia itself.

Introduction

Human adaptation to high-altitude hypoxia in populations living on the Qinghai-Tibetan plateau in western China, the Semien plateau in Ethiopia, and the Andean Altiplano in South America provides one of the best examples of adaptation to an extreme environment in modern humans. Upon exposure to high altitude (>2,500 m above sea level), low-altitude humans experience a complex, plastic physiological response characterized by an immediate reduction in plasma volume, rise in ventilation taking place over days, and increase in red blood cell production over weeks to months; collectively, these serve to raise hemoglobin (Hb) concentration and help offset the reduced arterial O2 content due to the lower inspired partial pressure of O2 (pO2).1 Although in principle such changes are expected to facilitate oxygen transport, experimental evidence suggests that excessive red blood cell mass (polycythemia [MIM: 263300]) increases blood viscosity, which in turn impairs blood flow to the tissues.2 Moreover, greater viscosity exerts substantial stress on the cardiopulmonary system and contributes to a number of altitude-related pathologies, including chronic mountain sickness (CMS [MIM: 616182]),3,4 a condition characterized by polycythemia, pulmonary hypertension, right heart failure, and other symptoms.1,5 However, there is also evidence that benefits of polycythemia lead to improved oxygen delivery to tissue when accompanied by increased blood volume, which usually coincides with most polycythemic states.5–8

Both physiological and genomic studies indicate that Andeans, Tibetans, and to some extent the Amhara of Ethiopia have genetic adaptations that alter the regulation of the production of red blood cells (erythropoiesis).9–18 Although at altitude these populations exhibit Hb levels above sea-level values,19,20 the increase is lower than that observed in acclimatized lowlanders, and Tibetans exhibit lower Hb levels than Andeans and perhaps also Ethiopians living at the same elevation.16,21–23 However, the functional significance of the Tibetans’ lower Hb levels could result from their protection from CMS in comparison with Andean highlanders1,5 or improved exercise performance24 or be the byproduct of selection for other factors determining hypoxic responses. Consistent with physiological evidence for blood-related adaptation in Tibetans, several genomic scans for natural selection have identified strong signals of natural selection focused
on two genes, EPAS1 (HIF2A [MIM: 603349]) and EGLN1 (MIM: 606425), encoding two hypoxia-inducible transcription factors (HIFs) involved in regulating erythropoiesis. On the other hand, these genes and HIFs also regulate energy metabolism and other crucial physiological functions, and CMS primarily occurs after the completion of the reproductive period, thus limiting the fitness values of gene variants influencing its incidence. Thus, evidence from Tibetans suggests that regulatory modifications of erythropoiesis are one way that humans have adapted to the challenges of hypoxia at altitude.

Current physiological evidence suggests that selection in Andeans has targeted physiological systems other than the regulation of erythropoiesis. For example, Andeans (as well as Tibetans) are protected from altitude-associated fetal growth restriction partly because of the maintenance of high uterine artery blood flow, suggesting that vascular factors are likely to be part of the adaptive response in these populations. Another indication of the importance of vascular factors in altitude adaptation is the population variation in hypoxic pulmonary vasoconstrictor response. Tibetans exhibit a minimal pressure rise in comparison with that present in lifelong Colorado high-altitude residents, and intermediate values are seen in Andeans and perhaps also Amhara Ethiopians. Protection from hypoxic pulmonary hypertension is also evident in well-adapted high-altitude species such as the yak (Bos grunniens), llama (Lama glama), and viscacha (Lagidium peruanum), which in the case of bovine species, is most likely due to selection for EPAS1 variants that reduce HIF2α stability.

Several previous studies have analyzed genomic signals of high-altitude-related natural selection in Andeans as a means of investigating altitude adaptation. These studies indicate that hypoxia-signaling-pathway-related genes, including EGLN1, EDNRA (MIM: 131243), SREPI (ANP32D [MIM: 606878]), PRKAA1 (MIM: 602739), NOS2A (MIM: 163730), and HBB (the β-globin region [MIM: 141900]), are among the genomic regions under positive natural selection. However, these previous studies were based on SNP arrays or case-control comparisons, so a comprehensive view of natural selection across Andean highlander genomes remains unclear. Here, we used a lightweight and economic low-coverge genome sequencing approach to compare high-altitude-adapted Aymara-speaking residents of the Bolivian Andes with lowland Native American populations and Europeans to identify genomic regions targeted by natural selection in the Andeans. By using whole-genome sequencing and appropriately correcting for admixture, we were able to obtain a more complete and unbiased picture of the landscape of selection in the Andean population. As we will show, the lessons learned from genomic analysis of Andeans are quite different from those obtained in analyses of Tibetans and Amhara and Oromo Ethiopians.

Material and Methods

DNA Samples and Genome Sequencing
In total, 42 DNA samples from two cohorts were used for sequencing and analysis. For the first cohort (the Utah cohort), 20 blood samples were collected from randomly selected healthy Aymara volunteers from Tiwanaku (3,850 m) and La Paz (3,600 m) in Bolivia; their Aymara ancestry was determined by R. Amaru (a native Aymara speaker). All volunteers provided informed consent in both Aymara and Spanish, and approval was obtained from the institutional review board of San Andrés University in La Paz, Bolivia. For DNA sampling, granulocytes were separated from whole blood by centrifugation and the Histopaque (Sigma, catalog no. 10771) density-gradient method. Genomic DNA was isolated from granulocytes with the Gentra Puregene Cell Kit (Qiagen, catalog no. 158388).

Samples were collected for the second cohort (Colorado) from 22 persons residing at 3,600–4,300 m and processed as described previously. Andean ancestry of these samples was confirmed by ancestry-informative genetic marker data for the original study. Approval for sample collection was obtained from the Colorado Multiple Institutional Review Board and the Colegio Medico, the Bolivian equivalent.

DNA samples of both Colorado and Utah cohorts were submitted for library construction and sequencing to the University of Utah High-Throughput Genomics and Bioinformatic Analysis Shared Resource Core. For library preparation, 1 μg of genomic DNA was sheared by a Covaris S2 Focused-ultrasonicator. Libraries (average insert size: 350 bp) were prepared with the Illumina TruSeq DNA PCR-Free Sample Preparation Kit (catalog nos. FC-121-3001 and FC-121-3002). Adaptor-ligated molecules were analyzed for quality control by quantitative RT-PCR with the Kapa Biosystems Kapa Library Quant Kit (catalog no. K-4824). Paired-end sequencing (125 cycles) was performed on an Illumina HiSeq 2500 instrument (HiSeq Control Software v.2.2.38 and Real-Time Analysis v.1.18.61) with HiSeq SBS Kit v.4 sequencing reagents (FC-401-4003).

Read Processing and Mapping
All paired-end Illumina reads were first trimmed with Trimmomatic v.0.32 with the following settings: ILLUMINACLIP: TruSeq3-PE.fa:2:30:10, LEADING:3, TRAILING:3, SLIDINGWINDOW:4:15, and MINLEN:75. Cleaned and trimmed read pairs were then aligned to the human genome reference (GRCh37, downloaded from the 1000 Genomes ftp site) with the Burrows-Wheeler Aligner (BWA) “ain” and “sampe” algorithms; only alignments with a mapping quality (Q15) of at least 15 and an edit distance (N6) of no more than six were kept. Reads in close proximity to putative indels were re-aligned with the Genome Analysis Toolkit (GATK). Read-group IDs were added to each BAM file, and duplicates were marked for removal with Picard Tools. Unmapped reads, reads with an unmapped mate, reads failing quality checks, and reads whose alignment was not primary were all removed from the BAM file. Lastly, base quality scores were recalibrated with GATK on the basis of a recalibration table made from a random subset of 16 BAM files from our Aymara sample and known variable sites from dbSNP (v.138).

Site Quality Filtering
We obtained a set of genomic positions deemed reliable for population genetic analysis via several approaches. First, we generated a preliminary pileup of reads from Aymara samples by using
SAMtools and applied a series of filters by using the SNPcleaner Perl Script from the ngsTools package. Those filters are as follows:

1. Read distribution among individuals: no more than 20 individuals were allowed to have fewer than two reads covering the site.
2. Mapping quality: only reads with a BWA mapping quality of at least 10 were included.
3. Base quality: only bases with an Illumina base quality of at least 20 were included.
4. Proper pairs: only read pairs mapped in the proper paired-end orientation and within the expected distribution of insert lengths were included.
5. Hardy-Weinberg proportions: expected genotype frequencies were calculated for each variable site on the basis of allele frequencies based on genotypes called with SAMtools in the preliminary pileup. Any sites with an excess of heterozygotes (minimum p = 1 × 10^{-4}) were considered potential mapping errors and excluded.
6. Heterozygous biases: sites with heterozygous genotype calls were evaluated with SAMtools for several biases with exact tests. If one of the two alternative alleles was biased with respect to the read base quality (minimum p = 1 × 10^{-4}), read strand (minimum p = 1 × 10^{-4}), mapping quality (minimum p = 1 × 10^{-4}), or distance from the end of the read (minimum p = 1 × 10^{-4}), the site was excluded.

Second, we applied an additional filter based on the Strict Accessibility Mask from the 1000 Genomes Project by using only sites that passed all accessibility filters. Third, we applied a mappability filter based on the 100-mer mappability track for the human genome in the UCSC Genome Browser by using only sites with mappability scores greater than or equal to 0.5. Lastly, we restricted analysis to genomic positions with data in the genotype-likelihood VCF files from the 1000 Genomes phase 3 panel. After applying these three filter sets, we obtained a set of genomic positions deemed reliable for analysis. We restricted all of our analyses to the autosomal chromosomes (excluding X and Y) given that our Aymara sample included both males and females, and we did not want to mix haploid and diploid sequences or use a smaller sample size.

Genotype Likelihoods

We calculated genotype likelihoods and genotype probabilities directly from the read data by using Analysis of Next Generation Sequencing Data (ANGSD) at the genomic positions defined above. Specifically, we calculated genotype likelihoods and generated Beagle-format output files by using the following ANGSD flags: -only_proper_pairs 1, -remove_bads 1, -uniqueOnly 1, -minMapQ 30, -minQ 20, -doMajorMinor 4, -GL 2, and -doMaf 2. Using BCFTools, we converted Beagle GL files to VCF files and merged them with separate VCF files containing genotype-likelihood data for 50 individuals each from six populations in the 1000 Genomes phase 3 panel (YRI [Yoruba in Ibadan, Nigeria], CEU [Utah Residents with ancestry from northern and western Europe], PEL [Peruvians from Lima, Peru], MXL [Mexican ancestry in Los Angeles, CA], PUR [Puerto Ricans from Puerto Rico], and CLM [Colombians from Medellin, Colombia]). We filtered merged VCF files to keep only di-allelic sites with a minor allele frequency of 0.05 across the entire merged panel. We converted the cleaned, merged VCF file back to a Beagle GL format file for use in downstream analysis and also used it as input to calculate genotype probabilities for downstream analysis. Specifically, we used ANGSD to calculate genotype probabilities with the -doMaf 1, -doPost 1, and -doGeno 32 flags.

Principal-Component and Admixture Analyses

We calculated the expected covariance matrix among all individuals in the merged panel by using ngsCovar in the ngsPopGen software package and genotype probabilities as input. We ran ngsCovar without calling genotypes and by using all sites with a minimum-allele-frequency filter of 0.05. Results were plotted with a custom R script.

We estimated global admixture proportions and admixture-corrected allele frequencies by using NGSadmix and genotype likelihoods as input. We ran NGSadmix by assuming first three (K = 3) and then four (K = 4) ancestral populations and using a minimum-allele-frequency filter of 0.05 and the -printInfo flag. To confirm results from NGSadmix and test whether adding an East Asian population would change the admixture results, we added 50 randomly sampled individuals from the CHB (Han Chinese in Beijing, China) population from the 1000 Genomes phase 3 panel and estimated admixture proportions by using Ohana, a software program that implements a model very similar to that of NGSadmix. We ran Ohana by using the same filtering thresholds and thus the same sites as for NGSadmix.

Scan for Positive Selection

We scanned the genomes of our Aymara sample by using a modification of the population branch statistic (PBS), which summarizes a three-way comparison of allele frequencies between a focal group (Andeans), a closely related population (lowland Native Americans), and an outgroup (Europeans). This test specifically tests for loci where allele frequencies in the focal population are especially differentiated from those in both of the other populations. We added a slight modification to the PBS in order to scale the statistic and avoid artificially high PBS values when differentiation was low or high between all groups. Specifically, we defined a new normalized version of the standard PBS as follows:

$$PBS_n = \frac{PBS}{1 + PBS_1 + PBS_2 + PBS_3}$$

where PBS_1 indicates the PBS calculated with Andeans as the focal population, PBS_2 indicates the PBS calculated with lowland Native Americans as the focal population, and PBS_3 indicates the PBS calculated with Europeans as the focal population. The normalizing factor in PBS_n1 was especially useful when FST values were high in all comparisons (which led to exceptionally high PBS values) but should not be considered evidence of faster evolution in the target population. This scenario is more pervasive in the comparison in this study than in past PBS-based scans given that background levels of differentiation between Andeans and lowland Native Americans are higher than in previous comparisons. All PBS values and underlying FST statistics were calculated with a custom script, and admixture-corrected allele frequencies were estimated during the NGSadmix admixture analysis above as input. We calculated PBS_n in windows of ten sites identified as variable in at least one non-African population. Windows were considered extreme outliers if they fell within the top 0.1% of windows and also harbored at least five SNPs from the top 0.1% of SNP-wise PBS values (i.e., PBS_n > 0.3892927).
considered a window a unique signal if no other window had a higher value within 1 Mb.

Searching for Archaic Haplotypes among Top Candidate Regions

We were interested in determining whether any of the top ten candidate SNPs had evidence of positive selection on haplotypes introgressed from archaic humans by using the Altai Neanderthal and Denisovan genome. To address this, we first computed a series of summary statistics aimed at finding more archaic ancestry in Aymara than in Africans over 100-kb windows of the genome with a 20-kb step size between windows. We used the ancestry-corrected maximum-likelihood population-frequency estimates obtained from NGSAdmixture and computed the following statistics:

1. D(Aymara, African, Altai Neanderthal, chimpanzee)
2. D(Aymara, African, Denisova, chimpanzee)
3. f_0(Aymara, African, Altai Neanderthal, chimpanzee)
4. f_0(Aymara, African, Denisova, chimpanzee)
5. Q95African, Aymara, Altai Neanderthal (1%, 100%)
6. Q95African, Aymara, Denisova (1%, 100%)
7. Q95African, Aymara, Altai Neanderthal + Denisova (1%, 100%)
8. U(African, Aymara, Altai Neanderthal (1%, 50%, 100%)
9. U(African, Aymara, Denisova (1%, 50%, 100%)
10. U(African, Aymara, Altai Neanderthal + Denisova (1%, 50%, 100%)

In Figure S1, we plotted the autosomal genome-wide distribution of these statistics as a function of the number of SNPs in each window (windows overlapping the top ten candidate SNPs are indicated with the color yellow). Among the latter set of windows, we also highlighted in red the windows that lay within the top 99% quantile of the genome-wide distribution of each statistic. We also jointly plotted the distributions of statistics G and J (Figure S2), which can be more informative of adaptive introgression than their respective individual distributions.

We also conducted a targeted search of several candidate regions by using an hidden Markov model (HMM) to query the 1000 Genomes Project individuals. We searched in a 2-Mb region centered on each of the top three SNPs to find whether any of these three regions had evidence of long tracts of introgression at high frequency in non-African panels from the 1000 Genomes Project. We assumed a 2% admixture rate and a time of admixture of 1,900 generations and estimated the average local recombination rates in a 2-Mb region around each top SNP by using the Hapmap II recombination map.

Results

We sequenced the genomes of 42 high-altitude-dwelling Andeans from multiple locations in Bolivia (Material and Methods) to an average of 5x read depth (Figure S3) by using the Illumina HiSeq 2000 platform. This depth of coverage prohibits accurate genotype calling, so all analyses were based on allele frequencies estimated from genotype likelihoods instead of called genotypes (see Material and Methods). Genotype likelihoods were calculated at genomic positions passing stringent filters, and Andean genotype likelihoods were merged with genotype likelihoods from 50 Yorubans (YRI), 50 Europeans (CEU), and 200 Native Americans (50 each from CLM, MXL, PEL, and PUR) from the 1000 Genomes phase 3 panel for comparison.

Genetic Ancestry of Andeans

It is well known that, like many modern human populations, Central and South American populations (i.e., the reference populations used here) are admixed. In this case, they are admixed with varying degrees of African and European ancestry, which could obscure and confound scans for positive selection based on differences in population allele frequency among admixed populations. In contrast to previous efforts to identify signals of natural selection in Andeans, we obtained admixture-corrected allele frequencies and admixture proportions of ancestry from African, Europeans, and two Native American ancestral populations that we refer to as Andeans and lowland Native Americans. The Andean component was largely assigned to the Aymara and the Peruvians from Lima (PEL), whereas the lowland or non-Andean component was assigned to individuals from all American populations included here except the Aymara (Figure 1). We found that, except for seven individuals,
the Andeans were not admixed and were entirely of Andean descent (Figure 1). The seven admixed individuals were sampled in the same way as the others and did not represent a distinct subset of the sample on the basis of other measures. In contrast, the CLM and MXL populations tended to carry a mixture of Andean, lowland Native American, and European ancestry with small African components. Peruvians from Lima varied in their proportion of Andean ancestry and tended to be admixed with mostly European and lowland Native American ancestry (Figure 1). We also tested whether including an East Asian component would affect the ancestry assignments, but we did not find evidence that this ancestry component changed the model in any material way (Figure S4).

In addition to analyzing admixture, we also compared genetic relatedness among these populations by principal-component analysis (Material and Methods). Two major clusters corresponding to African and non-African populations formed along the first principal-component axis, thus recapitulating Out-of-Africa historical demography (Figure 1). Along the second principal-component axis, the non-African cluster was further subdivided into Europeans and Andeans at the extremes and lowland Native Americans distributed between these two extremes. Inspection of the third principal-component axis revealed additional genetic variation partially separating the MXL, PUR, and CLM populations from the others, corresponding to the lowland Native American genetic component revealed in the admixture analysis above. These analyses underscore the importance of admixture in these populations, and we used admixture-corrected allele frequencies to improve sensitivity in downstream analysis of positive selection.

**Genomic Targets of Natural Selection**

We searched for genomic regions targeted by high-altitude-related natural selection in the Andeans by scanning Andean genomes for regions of exceptional genetic differentiation between Andean and both lowland Native Americans and Europeans. Regions of extreme differentiation unique to the Andean would be candidates for natural selection in this population. We used a modified version of...
the three-way PBS (PBS$_{n1}$) that rescales the standard PBS to correct for saturation (see Material and Methods). These statistics allowed us to compare admixture-corrected allele frequencies in Andeans, lowland Native Americans, and Europeans and thus to identify Andean-specific signals of selection. Genome-wide genetic differentiation between Andeans and lowland Native Americans was intermediate (\(F_{ST} = 0.08\)), whereas these components were each more differentiated from Europeans (\(F_{ST} = 0.15\) for Andeans versus Europeans; \(F_{ST} = 0.13\) for lowland Native Americans versus Europeans). Because the ability to robustly detect outlier loci in the genome requires that background differentiation be sufficiently low, the intermediate genomic differentiation between the lowland Native American group and the Andeans (\(F_{ST} = 0.08\)) indicates that the \(F_{ST}\)-based scans are likely to have sufficient power to identify targets of natural selection (Figure S5).

In total, we analyzed 662,699 non-overlapping ten-SNP windows covering ~2.27 Gb across the autosome. The mean windowed value of PBS$_{n1}$ in this comparison was 0.0395 with a standard deviation of 0.0619. The top windows fell more than 5 standard deviations above the mean (PBS$_{n1} > 0.3492$), and the top window (PBS$_{n1} = 0.5073$) exceeded 7 standard deviations above the mean (PBS$_{n1} > 0.4732$), providing robust support for these loci as clear outliers in the genome. The top ten loci with the strongest evidence of positive selection are presented in Table 1. We identified candidate loci on the basis of windowed statistics, but we present the SNP with the highest PBS$_{n1}$ value at each locus in Table 1 to indicate the position with the strongest evidence of selection. None of the most differentiated SNPs at each of top ten peaks fell within protein-coding regions, but the genes nearest these peaks of differentiation were, in ranked order, BRINP3 (aka FAM5C), NOS2 (MIM: 163730), SH2B1 (MIM: 608937), TBX5 (MIM: 601620), PYGM (MIM: 608455), CAGE1 (MIM: 608856), SHISA6 (MIM: 617327), TMEM38B (MIM: 611236), and PPA2 (MIM: 609988). Among these candidates, only NOS2 has been identified in previous scans for natural selection in Andeans. In many cases, the peak of differentiation was relatively narrow, providing good evidence for localization of the target of selection. However, in other cases, such as the third-ranked peak, the signal of differentiation was shared along a ~0.8-Mb haplotype of chromosome 16 (Figure S6), compromising our ability to localize the underlying target of selection.

### Functional Annotation of Selected Variants and Genes

To identify the putative functional consequences of genetic variation at the SNPs with the strongest evidence of natural selection, we used the Combined Annotation Dependent Depletion (CADD) pipeline$^{57}$ to query a large number of functional databases (Table S1). We sorted the SNPs according to their composite score from the CADD pipeline, which provides an estimate of the functional severity of each SNP, and found that several of the candidate SNPs might have important functional consequences. Most notably, we found that three of the high-scoring selected SNPs are located within or nearby promoter or enhancer regions for the genes SLC9A31, MACROD2 (MIM: 611567), and TBX5; these regions are also highly conserved sites according to PhastCons or GERP scores. In addition, we found that a promoter or enhancer region for NOS2 is targeted by two high-scoring candidate SNPs. All 100 of the top candidate SNPs queried here are located in non-coding regions (i.e., introns, untranslated regions, and intergenic regions), suggesting that selection has

---

**Table 1. Top Ten Most Differentiated Genomic Regions in Andeans**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chr</th>
<th>Top SNP Position</th>
<th>Top SNP ID</th>
<th>(f_{AND}^{a})</th>
<th>(f_{LNA}^{b})</th>
<th>(f_{EURO}^{c})</th>
<th>PBS$_{n1}$ (Wind)$^{d}$</th>
<th>PBS$_{n1}$ (SNP)$^{e}$</th>
<th>Gene</th>
<th>Annotation$^{f}$</th>
<th>Base Pairs from Exon</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>189,780,792</td>
<td>rs11578671</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.5073</td>
<td>0.5596</td>
<td>BRINP3</td>
<td>IG</td>
<td>286,069</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>26,133,177</td>
<td>rs34913965</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.4320</td>
<td>0.4927</td>
<td>NOS2</td>
<td>REG</td>
<td>7,100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>28,871,191</td>
<td>rs12448902</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.4223</td>
<td>0.5022</td>
<td>multiple</td>
<td>DS</td>
<td>3,295</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>114,784,040</td>
<td>rs10744822</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.4002</td>
<td>0.5595</td>
<td>TBX5</td>
<td>INT</td>
<td>396</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>64,546,891</td>
<td>rs487105</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.3986</td>
<td>0.4860</td>
<td>multiple</td>
<td>DS</td>
<td>939</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>20,029,026</td>
<td>rs11081933</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.3892</td>
<td>0.4358</td>
<td>CTAGE1</td>
<td>IG</td>
<td>31,543</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>150,303,241</td>
<td>rs4869782</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.3858</td>
<td>0.4946</td>
<td>ULBP1</td>
<td>DS</td>
<td>8,163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>11,245,308</td>
<td>rs78264921</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.3794</td>
<td>0.4387</td>
<td>SHISA6</td>
<td>INT</td>
<td>37,581</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>109,103,066</td>
<td>rs12685887</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.3747</td>
<td>0.4494</td>
<td>TMEM38B</td>
<td>INT</td>
<td>285,888</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>106,437,015</td>
<td>rs2214403</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.3696</td>
<td>0.4945</td>
<td>PPA2</td>
<td>IG</td>
<td>38,969</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations are as follows: Chr, chromosome; DS, downstream; NC, noncoding; IG, intergenic; INT, intronic; and REG, regulatory.

$^{a}$Reference allele frequency in Andeans.

$^{b}$Reference allele in Lowland Native Americans.

$^{c}$Reference allele frequency in Europeans.

$^{d}$Ten-SNP-window-based value of PBS$_{n1}$.

$^{e}$Highest SNP-based value of PBS$_{n1}$ within the window.

$^{f}$Functional annotation of SNPs.
For example, Bigham et al.\textsuperscript{13} identified three hypoxia-pathway genes with the strongest evidence of selection. However, it is still not ranked among the top genes in the genome. This is in contrast to selection scans in Tibetans (based on either SNP scans or human exome sequencing), which tend to find the hypoxia-response-pathway genes \textit{EGLN1} and \textit{EPAS1} as the top ranked, or among the top ranked, genes.\textsuperscript{10,11,17,18} We note that the haplotype pattern in \textit{EGLN1} is genomically quite unusual in that it includes two very long differentiated haplotypes (Figure 2) in Andeans and other populations. Both of these haplotypes exist in other populations; for example, the frequencies are approximately 0.54 and 0.61 in CEU Europeans and 0.5 and 0.52 in Han Chinese in samples from the 1000 Genomes Project. One possible explanation for this pattern is that these haplotypes segregated at an intermediate frequency in the ancestor of the Andean population, and natural selection led to a frequency shift in the Andean population when this population entered a new environment. Further analysis is needed, however, to evaluate how genomic features (such as variations in local recombination rate) that could explain the extended haplotype pattern and demographic history contribute to the unusual patterns at this locus.

Our results suggest that the hypoxia-signaling pathway is not the primary target of hypoxia-related natural selection in Andeans, in line with previous studies where HIF-pathway genes were not over-represented among selected gene regions,\textsuperscript{13} raising the possibility that adaptation to high altitude in the Andeans involves a different set of genotypes conferring unique adaptive physiological features in the high-altitude environment. This is consistent with the evidence from comparative physiological studies suggesting that Andeans might not have high-altitude adaptations similar to those of Tibetans.\textsuperscript{1,28,58}

To test for enrichment of the functional categories associated with the selected genes, we performed GO enrichment analysis and found evidence for 16 significant categories (Table S2). Four genes (\textit{SLC9A3R1} [MIM: 604990], \textit{ATP2A1} [MIM: 108730], \textit{PLK1} [MIM: 602098], and \textit{TBX5}) were shared between at least two categories, resulting in four broad classes of GO categories. We note that the power of this analysis was limited by the fact that the significant GO categories represent only a small number of genes and are in large part single-gene and two-gene categories, but the dominance of these four genes in the enrichment results leads several themes within the significant categories to suggest that selection has targeted proteins involved in solute management, muscle control, regulation of mitosis, and cardiac development.

**Top Candidate Genes**

The top candidate regions are listed in Table 1; the top five are closest to \textit{BRIP3}, \textit{NOS2}, \textit{SH2B1}, \textit{TBX5}, and \textit{PYGM}. In some of these, the signal of selection is quite localized and/or occurs in a region with few genes (Figure 3). These

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gene</th>
<th>MIM Number</th>
<th>Maximum PBS\textsubscript{n1} (10 kb)</th>
<th>Maximum PBS\textsubscript{n1} (200 kb)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HIF1A</td>
<td>603348</td>
<td>0.1571</td>
<td>0.1976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIF1AN</td>
<td>606615</td>
<td>–0.0226</td>
<td>0.0517</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIF2A (EPAS1)</td>
<td>603349</td>
<td>0.1373</td>
<td>0.2103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIF3A</td>
<td>609976</td>
<td>0.1601</td>
<td>0.1601</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EGLN1</td>
<td>606425</td>
<td>0.3026</td>
<td>0.3363</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EGLN2</td>
<td>606424</td>
<td>0.1083</td>
<td>0.3213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EGLN3</td>
<td>606426</td>
<td>0.0827</td>
<td>0.1859</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARNT</td>
<td>126110</td>
<td>–0.0028</td>
<td>–0.0020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDNRA</td>
<td>131243</td>
<td>0.0783</td>
<td>0.1120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDNRB</td>
<td>131244</td>
<td>0.0830</td>
<td>0.1995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SENP1</td>
<td>612157</td>
<td>0.1124</td>
<td>0.1648</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANP32D</td>
<td>606878</td>
<td>0.2091</td>
<td>0.2091</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRKAA1</td>
<td>602739</td>
<td>0.1742</td>
<td>0.2758</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPRA4</td>
<td>170998</td>
<td>0.0624</td>
<td>0.1218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPARG</td>
<td>601487</td>
<td>0.2533</td>
<td>0.2681</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALDH2</td>
<td>100650</td>
<td>0.0352</td>
<td>0.0802</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(\text{PBS}_{n1}\) distribution quantiles: 25%, 0.0686; 10%, 0.1202; 5%, 0.1562; 1%, 0.2284; 0.1%, 0.3146; and 0.01%, 0.3813.
cases provide stronger confidence in the assignment of the selection signal to a specific gene than cases with a much wider selection signal in gene-rich regions (Figure S4). Importantly, the most differentiated regions in the genome do not fall in regions where the short-read mapping or genome assembly is problematic (Figure 3).

The most differentiated window (PBS_1 = 0.5073; Figure 3A) falls in a relatively gene-sparse region of chromosome 1 (center of window = 189,780,727) in the upstream region of BRINP3, a member of the bone morphogenetic protein/retinoic acid inducible family. Originally identified as a gene whose regulation is affected by retinoic acid levels and bone morphogenesis proteins in mice, variants in this gene have been associated with a number of cardiovascular phenotypes in humans, including left atrial size, susceptibility to atrial fibrillation, myocardial infarction, and coronary heart disease. Additionally, BRINP3 variants are associated with differential expression of this gene in aortic smooth muscle cells, a functional effect that is potentially related to proliferation and senescence of these cells. BRINP3 expression is also implicated in the modulation of reactive oxygen species production and NF-κB activity with downstream effects on leukocyte adhesion and inflammation in humans.

Although the peak lies a considerable distance from BRINP3, it is relatively narrow and is supported by a large number of SNPs (Figure 3A), possibly including cis-regulatory elements.

The second strongest peak of differentiation in our ranked list (PBS_1 = 0.4320; Figure 3B) overlaps a known regulatory element of NOS2, which encodes NOS, one of three enzymes (encoded by different chromosomes) that...
are responsible for synthesizing nitric oxide (NO). NO is an inorganic gas with many biological functions, including vascular homeostasis, smooth muscle relaxation, inflammation, neurotransmission, inhibition of platelet aggregation, stimulation of angiogenesis, blood pressure reduction, and alterations in immune system functioning.\textsuperscript{65} NOS2 is expressed in cardiac myocytes, and its production increases under conditions of hypoxia in cell-culture experiments and \textit{in vivo} conditions during fetal life via HIF-1-dependent mechanisms.\textsuperscript{66,67}

The third-ranked peak in our list includes a long haplotype overlapping multiple genes (Figure S6), including \textit{SH2B1}, \textit{TUFM} (MIM: 602389), and \textit{SULT1A2} (MIM: 601292). \textit{SH2B1} (Src-homology 2B adaptor protein 1) encodes an adaptor protein with an SH2 domain that activates various kinases in a signaling pathway. \textit{SH2B1} is also known as a
negative regulator or erythropoietin-signaling pathway by physically interacting with erythropoietin receptor, suggesting that selection for a variant of SH2B1 might explain CMS associated with high Hb levels in some Andeans. Both male and female SH2B1-null mice are infertile; female mice have small, anovulatory ovaries with reduced numbers of follicles, and male mice exhibit small testes and sperm deficits. TUFM (Tu Translation Elongation Factor, Mitochondrial) is involved in mitochondrial protein translation, and mice with mutated TUFM are phenotypically normal. SULT1A2 (sulfotransferase family 1A member 2; aka SULT1C1 in mice) catalyzes sulfate conjugation of many hormones, neurotransmitters, drugs, and xenobiotic compounds.

The fourth-ranked peak (PBSnt = 0.4092; Figure 3C) is relatively narrow and centered very closely to TRX5. T-box 5, the protein encoded by this gene, is a transcription factor that is involved in cardiac development and specification of limb identity. Mutations in this gene have been associated with risk of atrial fibrillation (similarly to BRINP3 mutations), blood pressure levels, and electrocardiography (EKG) phenotypes including PR and QRS intervals.

The fifth-ranked peak is close to multiple genes, making assignment of candidate genes somewhat uncertain. But we note that the peak falls close to PYGM, which encodes the muscle isoform of glycogen phosphorylase, the major rate-determining enzyme for glycogen mobilization in many normal cells under physical exercise and in oxygen-deprived cancer cells. Pescador et al. found a modest reduction in glucogen phosphorylase in cells exposed to hypoxia as part of a hypoxia-mediated increased level of glucogen accumulation. Genetic variants in PYGM could be relevant for glycogen mobilization and energy storage and utilization in cold environments and for glycogen mobilization and accumulation in response to hypoxia and should be interrogated in future studies of Aymaran evolutionary adaptations.

The fact that three of the top candidate genes (BRINP3, NOX2, and TBX5) are related to cardiac function and the fact that the significant GO categories include, for example, “muscle control” and “cardiac development” raises the hypothesis that natural selection might target the cardiovascular system in the Andeans to compensate for the substantial stress on the vascular and pulmonary system associated with high-altitude living.

Evolutionary Origins of Positively Selected Haplotypes

Several recent studies have shown that haplotypes with adaptive alleles at high frequency in some modern human populations were introduced through introgression with archaic hominin species. We examined the evidence of archaic introgression in our top candidates by several different methods. First, we calculated several different summary statistics to measure archaic ancestry (Material and Methods). From these summary statistics, we identified three candidate regions (BRINP3, TBX5, and SHISA6, corresponding to SNPs rs11578671, rs10744822, and rs78264921, respectively) with high putative archaic ancestry (Figures S1 and S2) and then investigated these further.

We used a HMM aimed at detecting archaic introgressed tracts to search for evidence of introgressed tracts at high frequency in non-African individuals in the 1000 Genomes Project panel. Figures S7–S12 show the output of the HMM in four super-populations (AMR, SAS, EAS, and EUR) from the 1000 Genomes Project in a 1-Mb region around the three top candidate SNPs under the assumption that the source population was the population to which either the Altai Neanderthal (Figures S7, S9, and S11) or the Denisovan (Figures S8, S10, and S12) individual belonged. The SHISA6 region (Figures S7 and S8) contained only short tracts in a few individuals, and they did not overlap the top Aymara SNP when either the Altai Neanderthal genome or the Denisovan genome was used as the source. The BRINP3 region (Figures S9 and S10) contained a long archaic tract overlapping the top SNP when the Neanderthal was used as the source, and this tract was found only in a few individuals in the American, European, and South Asian super-panels. The TBX5 region (Figures S11 and S12) contained several short tracts, some of which overlapped the top SNP, at high frequency in all super-panels when the Neanderthal was used as the source. Many of these short tracts occurred on the same chromosome. This suggests that they could belong to the same haplotype but that the HMM might have failed to call a single long tract, perhaps because the input source population was not a good proxy for the true source population.

To understand the haplotype structure in the region, we used the program Haplostrips to sort the haplotypes by similarity to the Altai Neanderthal genome. In the cases of SHISA6 and TBX5, we observed no evidently introgressed haplotype at medium or high frequency in present-day humans (Figures S13–S15). In the case of BRINP3, we observed a much stronger haplotype structure with three highly differentiated haplotype groups, one of which shared strong similarity to the Altai Neanderthal genome (Figure S15). This haplotype, however, was present at substantial frequencies in YRI, suggesting that this was most likely not part of the Neanderthal-into-non-African introgression event but could have segregated in the present-day human population before the out-of-Africa expansion.

In conclusion, eight of the top ten regions (including the SHISA6 region) showed no evidence of adaptive introgression. The regions containing genes BRINP3 and TBX5 had very weak evidence of selection for archaic alleles, but the pattern observed could also be consistent with an ancestrally segregating haplotype in the modern human population during a time before the out-of-Africa expansion. Furthermore, none of these regions appeared in a recent scan for adaptive introgression performed with a variety of summary statistics. Although it is very difficult to positively exclude the possibility that introgression could have affected these regions, we...
found no statistical evidence supporting introgression similarly to that observed in studies of TBX15 in Inuit\textsuperscript{16} or EPAS1 in Tibetans.\textsuperscript{18}

**Effect of Selected Alleles on Gene Expression**

We queried the Genotype-Tissue Expression (GTEx) Portal for associations between genotypes and gene expression across a large panel of human tissues (see Web Resources) for evidence of cis-expression quantitative trait loci (eQTLs) (Table S3) at each of the candidate SNPs with highest differentiation in NOS2 (rs34913965), TBX5 (rs10744822), and BRINP3 (rs11578671). We also interrogated an additional TBX5 SNP (rs2555030), which tags a second, equally highly differentiated haplotype at this locus. After we accounted for multiple testing across tissues and SNPs, none of the SNPs passed the p value cutoff (0.05/126 or 0.000397). Nevertheless, we report here the lowest p values (p < 0.01), which for the expression of NOS2 (rs34913965) were reduced for the Andean allele in the tibial nerve (p = 0.00072, negative effect), thyroid (p = 0.0046, negative effect), and skeletal muscle (p = 0.0062, negative effect) but increased in the prostate (p = 0.0077, positive effect). For BRINP3 (rs11578671), the lowest p value corresponded to the sigmoid colon (p = 0.0074, positive effect for the selected Andean allele). For TBX5 (rs2555030), the lowest p value corresponded to the aorta (p = 0.0044, positive effect), whereas for TBX5 (rs10744822), it corresponds to the left ventricle of the heart (p = 0.0056, positive effect for the selected Andean allele). Notably, the left ventricle and the aorta were among the tissues with the highest overall expression of TBX5 (Figure S16).

We also tested for trans-eQTL effects of these SNPs (Table S4) with the following genes that are downstream of our top candidates in regulatory pathways: FGA (MIM: 134820), FGB (MIM: 134830), FGG (MIM: 134850), NPPB (MIM: 600295), PRKAA1, and PRKAA2 (MIM: 600497). After we accounted for multiple testing across tissues and SNPs, none of the SNPs were significant (p value cutoff = 0.05/834 = 5.995 × 10\textsuperscript{−5}). The lowest p values (p < 0.01) corresponded to PRKAA2 (rs2555030) in brain hypothalamus (p = 0.0011, negative effect for the alternative allele), PRKAA2 (rs10744822) in pancreas (p = 0.0013, positive effect), PRKAA2 (rs34913965) in thyroid (p = 0.0063, positive effect), NPPB (rs34913965) in brain substantia nigra (p = 0.0065, negative effect), PRKAA1 (rs10744822) in pancreas (p = 0.0097, positive effect), and FGG (rs2555030) in unexposed supraperic skin (p = 0.0097, positive effect).

**Association Analyses**

To further investigate the physiological effects of genetic variants of the three top genes (BRINP3, NOS2, and TBX5), we identified a panel of phenotypes relevant to cardiovascular function and blood physiology (Table S5) and tested for possible associations between the candidate variants and these phenotypes. Direct measurements in cohorts of the Andean high-altitude residents would be most appropriate, but such data are currently not available. However, the candidate SNPs are of relatively high frequency in other populations as well, and associations in these populations could provide important clues regarding the phenotypic effects of the selected SNPs. Previous studies\textsuperscript{70,72} have shown that the selected SNPs at TBX5 are in high linkage disequilibrium with markers associated with protection against atrial fibrillation (r\textsuperscript{2} = 0.83, odds ratio = 0.88 for protective allele; r\textsuperscript{2} = 0.62, relative risk = 1.12 for the non-Andean allele) and affect EKG phenotypes including PR, QRS, and QT intervals in genome-wide association studies (GWASs) of Europeans\textsuperscript{72} (r\textsuperscript{2} = 0.83, effect percentage = 7.35%, 7.36%, and 5.88%, respectively).

To further investigate the possible phenotypic effects of the candidate SNPs, we took advantage of the extensive phenotypic data available in the MESA study.\textsuperscript{78} The MESA study has recruited participants from four different ethnic groups, including those of European descent (EUR), African Americans (AA), Hispanic Americans (HA), and Chinese Americans (CHN). Although we expected substantial haplotype sharing between the Andeans and the other non-African cohorts, we did not expect the same level of haplotype sharing with Africans (or African Americans). As such, the AA cohort was intentionally excluded from this analysis, thus reducing the multiple-testing burden. We therefore tested associations between four candidate SNPs (one BRINP3 haplotype, one NOS2 haplotype, and two TBX5 haplotypes) and a panel of 42 phenotypes from the EUR, HA, or CHN cohort from the MESA study (Table S6).

Although genetic variants at BRINP3 have been associated with several cardiac phenotypes, including left atrial size and risk of atrial fibrillation in the Framingham Heart Study\textsuperscript{60,61} and risk of coronary heart disease in a cohort of women of unknown ethnicity in the US,\textsuperscript{63} we did not find significant associations between the Andean haplotype and cardiac phenotypes in the MESA cohorts (all had an uncorrected p value > 0.0167; Table S6). Power analysis showed that we had sufficient power (80% or greater) to detect association at the 0.0167 (0.05/3 genes) significance level if a variant explained 0.4% of phenotypic variance with 2,652 EUR samples. A sample size of 1,490 (MESA HA sample) would identify only associated genetic variants that explained 0.7% of the phenotypic variance, and the 775 CHN samples would be able to identify a SNP explaining 1.4% of phenotypic variance. Under this framework, we discovered a significant association between the Andean BRINP3 haplotype and blood fibrinogen levels in the CHN cohort (uncorrected p = 9.64 × 10\textsuperscript{−6}, Bonferroni-corrected p = 0.0051). The non-Andean allele was associated with a decrease in fibrinogen levels (β = −0.1369). Fibrinogen is an essential part of hemostasis because it is the principal component of blood clots (fibrin). Fibrin also interacts with components of the inflammatory pathway and augments chronic inflammation.
We did not identify clear associations, after correcting for multiple tests, between the Andean allele at NOS2 and the limited range of phenotypes tested here, so the functional consequences associated with the high-frequency Andean variants remained unclear at this point. However, we discovered significant associations between the Andean haplotype at the TBX5 locus and two blood-related phenotypes, Hb A1c levels (uncorrected $p = 1.88 \times 10^{-7}$, Bonferroni-corrected $p = 9.93 \times 10^{-5}$) and fasting insulin levels (Bonferroni-corrected $p = 0.0227$), in the EUR cohort. In both cases, the alternative, non-Andean allele was associated with an increase in blood levels of fasting insulin ($\beta = 68.8857$) and Hb (HgB) A1c ($\beta = 1.6024$). HgB A1C reflects the mean level of glycemia (serum level of glucose in blood) during the lifespan of erythrocytes, and elevated HgB A1C indicates prediabetes or diabetes mellitus. This finding is consistent with previous studies that found a reduced prevalence of diabetes at high altitude in the Andes, despite a high prevalence of obesity and dyslipidemia in some cases, whereas the opposite is true in Tibet, where researchers have found a significant excess of glucose intolerance.

Discussion

In Tibetans, natural selection related to high-altitude adaptation seems to have acted on genes in the hypoxia-response pathway to modulate erythropoiesis, possibly to avoid or reduce polycythemia. This might also be the case in Ethiopians, although relatively few studies have been performed, and differing results have been obtained regarding Hb levels. In Andeans, there is marginal evidence of selection for EGLN1 in both this and previous studies and evidence that the genomic regions targeted by selection in Andeans help preserve a normal rise in uteroplacental blood flow during pregnancy and fetal growth at high altitude. Nonetheless, our whole-genome sequencing revealed that the SNPs with the strongest differentiation in the Andeans are not involved in the regulation of erythropoiesis. Rather, our strongest candidate genes were BRINP3, NOS2, and TBX5, which are associated with a number of important processes in the cardiovascular system, but not erythropoiesis. This is in accordance with observations made by Beall, who found that Tibetans and Ethiopians in high altitude have Hb concentrations that are not much different from those observed at sea level, whereas Andeans have much higher Hb concentrations at high altitude. Beall argued that selection associated with hypoxia in high altitude had resulted in two very different physiological outcomes in the Andes and Tibet.

Our association study revealed a statistically significant association between BRINP3, the gene showing the strongest evidence of selection, and fibrinogen levels. Fibrinogen levels are used as a general marker of inflammation, and high levels are associated with cardiovascular disease. Increased fibrinogen levels are also associated with peripheral arterial narrowing and furthermore, there is a well-established positive correlation between fibrinogen levels and blood viscosity. The reduced fibrinogen levels associated with the adaptive BRINP3 allele, therefore, suggest a mitigating effect of the allele on the negative fitness effects of polycythemia. Whether the effect of the BRINP3 allele on fibrinogen works indirectly by affecting conditions leading to vascular inflammation or directly by regulating fibrinogen expression remains speculative. However, recent evidence indicates an association between a fibrinogen splice variant, gamma prime fibrinogen, and cardiovascular morbidity and mortality. We intend to determine in future studies whether the proportion of fibrinogen is altered in Aymaras carrying the selected allele.

Our limited association-mapping study did not find any associations between NOS2 and the investigated cardiac phenotypes. However, there is a well-established connection between NO production and cardiac health. Perhaps because of the more transient nature of NOS protein activation, studies of NO production under conditions of high altitude have focused largely on neuronal and endothelial NOS (NOS1 and NOS3). Activation of these isoforms results in the production of small amounts of NO, whereas NOS2 is activated over hours, can remain active over days, and produces up to 1,000-fold greater amounts of NO than NOS1 or NOS3. Importantly, chronic hypoxia selectively upregulates myocardial NOS2 activation and NO generation during fetal life via HIF-z-dependent mechanisms. NOS2-derived NO contributes to ischemic preconditioning in adult rat hearts, suggesting a cardio-protective effect, but on the other hand, NOS2 is a major pathophysiologic mediator of inflammatory or ischemia-reperfusion-induced cardiac injury. Future studies are needed to determine whether the allele under selection in Andeans affect NO production and, if so, its direct functional consequences.

We have found an association between the selected Andean allele in TBX5 and decreased Hb A1C and insulin. Chronic exposure to high altitude leads to lower fasting glycemia. We hypothesize that selection has favored genetic variants that restore blood glucose homeostasis, i.e., that increase glycemia to normal levels. Such variants would be associated with increased Hb A1C levels, as found in this study. The effect would be similar to that observed in other genetic adaptations affecting physiology in response to altered environmental conditions, e.g., the downregulation of erythropoiesis in Tibetans in high altitude and the decrease in endogenous synthesis of certain long-chained poly-unsaturated fatty acids (PUFAs) in Inuit populations with a diet rich in these PUFAs from fish and marine mammals. In these cases, selection acts on the phenotype in the opposite direction of that induced by the altered environment, consistent with the effect we observed for the selected variants in TBX5 on Hb A1C levels in this study.

We note that the presently described phenotypic associations of TBX5 and BRINP3 SNPs were interrogated...
at ambient oxygen concentrations. It will be essential to evaluate the association of these selected genotype-phenotype relations in people of Andean ancestry at low altitude, such as Santa Cruz, Bolivia (altitude 350 m; population 3.4 million in 2015; >60% indigenous population), and high altitude, such as La Paz (altitude 3,650 m; population 1.7 million; 25% Aymara) and El Alto (altitude 4,150; population >90,000; 76% Aymara) in Bolivia.

We have shown here that detailed population genetic analysis of low-coverage whole-genome sequencing data provides an economic, efficient, and powerful approach to discovering novel candidate-gene phenotypes that might be adaptive via GWASs of lowland samples. Our evolutionary genomic analysis in Andeans suggests that, in contrast to Tibetans, Andeans have adapted to high-altitude living by mitigating the effects of polycythemia by increasing the cardiovascular tolerance to this condition, consistent with Beall’s21 hypothesis of two different biological outcomes in Tibet and the Andes of the selection imposed by high-altitude living.
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